
Luke Instone-Brewer 

DPA 
DPA 

DPA L._ 

to whom it may concern 

RE: FORMAL LETTER OF GRIEVANCE - NEGLIGENCE 

I'm lodging a grievance letter to invoke the grievance procedure, due to a 'reasonable belief that G4S has breached its 'statutory duties' to 'health and safety' within the working environment. 

In so doing, I am asking G4S to observe the implied term of 'mutual trust and confidence', and 'not act in a manner which would likely destroy, or further seriously damage that trust and confidence'. I trust therefore, that G4S will observe the 'good faith performance', and take 'reasonable and practicable steps' to remedy the following breaches with immediate effect. 

I contend G4S has 'failed to provide' a 'safe place and safe system of work. I would like to take the time to write to you at what I see as negate practices on an event that I was involved in and fell victim too. this is a matter that to me has been ongoing since the 05/06/16, I feel I have exceeded at having to chase the company to act upon there obligations to my wellbeing *something I feel I shouldn't have to do in the first place* this has prompted me to write to you my concerns and have noted each event chronological to the point of sending you this letter. 

05106/16-
whilst doing my duties as a detainee custody officer on delta wing, at around 19:30 two detainees had an altercation and in the struggle one of those detainees ended up pulling out a G4S issued plastic knife. In the struggle to dissolve the matter I was maimed and cut four times on my wrist. This injury has caused me great deal of pain and suffering. After the incident happened I was briefly seen by healthcare and given inadequate dressing as it didn't stay on due to the bleeding. I was not offered any time to recuperate and even had to have a detainee help me place a bandage on my arm *I D5087 1D/215 CID: 11343480* . I completed all the paperwork required-incidelit report, use of force and recorded the events with the ormite accident and injury reports; including collaborating statements from other officers that were at attendance to the event. 

06/06/16-07/06/16 -
this was my day off which was spent going to the doctors as the wounds I received got infected I noticed the area was inflamed and weeping heavily, I was advised by my mum who is a qualified nurse to seek a doctor and expressed great distress at what had happened at my place of work, with this she questioned the true safety of my wellbeing at work. At this time I reassured her that the company had procedures in place and that they had my wellbeing and welfare in there best interest. During my 
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tenure at Brook House I have had incidents before where I had been assaulted and i must say I have had an efficient and compassionate response to those situations. ',so had no reason to doubt that this incident would not be dealt in the same  
wounds themselves got infected and I was advised by the doctor that it wculd most ik 
lead to hypertrophic scaring.

08/06/16 -
When I came back to work I heard nothing about what had transpired as a result to the incident, though I gave the company the grace to catch up on events that had happened over the weekend and understood that they may have been coagulating the reports. I still made it known and made efforts to pass comments to management that I wanted to speak to police about the situation to see what there opinion would be and get a satisfying sense of closure on the matter. 

09/06/16-
still did not received any form of correspondence and asked again for management to follow up the matter, on this day a supported living plan was opened on the detainee that had been attacked but did not sustain any injuries. Action was taken that his welfare would be checked on three times a day, including a lengthy assessment with management on his plan. No action was yet taken on my wellbeing. It was this time also my colleagues were coming up to me asking what was happening and how I was doing. To which I couldn't give an answer. 

10/06/16-
spoke to duty director on shift that I had not heard a response on the matter, to which I will commend that the DD on shift that day promptly relayed back to the deputy director Steve Skitt who made time to have a meeting with me and pushed forward for what I saw was already a delayed process; of seeing the health and safety co-coordinator who was able to take photographs orm-y-Tnjuries and clarify my reports were in order. I was also assured at this time that the police had been informed and would be seeing me. 

13/06/16-
1 was updated by security that they were getting round to getting the police to come see me 

15/06/16-
I was asked by a member of management that they had received an email from duty director Michelle Brown asking how I would like to proceed with the detainee that 
attacked me. I requested that I did not want to be in contact with the detainee and the best solution would be for him to move centers or at a least on the other side of my work base. I also asked for something in writing about the company's response on the matter for my records. I was shown the confirmation of the email being sent on this day. 

27/06/16-
having not heard anything since or seen the police I was surprised to find that on this day as I opened the wing door for a detainee, the detainee that had attacked me had been moved to C-wing and was waiting by that wing door to be let in. Not being best pleased I instantly confided with my line manager and requested that I be taken off residential duties as I feared that company negligence in following protocols could hinder my safety and wellbeing. I sporadically work on C-wing some days. I was also 
informed that an email had been sent by duty director Jules Williams on this day 
informing the DCMs that I would have to work on C-wing due to en investigation 
involving one of my colleagues. I was taken back by the lack of foresight in such action as I was being placed on a wing where my attacker had recently been 
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housed. Though through all this I maintained a professional obligation and finished my shift on D-wing and was assured that through my time off which started the next day will get some updates as it will be chased up. 

01/07/16-
went to the doctors again as wounds have healed, though I have scaring and I'm still feeling numb pain around the area, I was told by the doctor that it was most likely nerve damage and that it could take up to three months to pass. At this time I had to increase my medication i':;ie-,;;;;;;;;;;;;due to having panic attacks at the thought of coming back to work. All this has exuberated a negative impact on my mental 
wellbeing, triggering more panic attacks. This has meant that I have had to medicate more frequently. 'As a consequence of such', the excessive use 'detrimental impact' upon my health to undertake my 'day-to-day activities'. This impedes my 
'concentration'. In all honesty it scares me that I don't have the support of the company and that something worse could happen to me, I truly fear for my personal wellbeing and find the centre is not a safe environment and that a lack of management input and presence on the ground floor has given them a false perception on what is actually the struggles and dangers us officers have to go through on a daily basis, this giving way to the lack of the obligate role they should have played in this. My wellbeing 

06/07116-

I received a letter from G4S. At first I was happy thinking it had something to do with my incident, only to find that it was a letter informing me to attend a investigation meeting on a incident that happened with another college of mine, what really upset me mostly about this is how much of the back story of what has lead up to this investigation has been leaked to other officers and management and has clearly been compromised for everyone to know about.pirst shrugged them off as rumors but the letter just confirmed what was being 'aid:'! have been told that the complaint had been passed to three DCM, all of which came to the conclusion of supporting the officer's action, on top of that the detainee who put the complaint in, withdrew his complaint as this same officer saved this detainee from being attacked in the meal queue. This though still didn't sit well with management upstairs and pushed for an investigation on this officer, this has been relayed to me by many different officers and management. If only this level of commitment was made to deal with my wellbeing, rather than what I see as a contrived attempt to punish an officers actions. 

I can't express the distress this has caused me, my family, my personal and mental wellbeing. I did not get a chance to speak to the police, I did not receive what I requested in writing, the detainee was not moved and instead was housed on the wing I work on. I feel I fulfill my obligations to the company by maintaining the wellbeing of there residents in my care and yet the company have failed there obligations to maintain my wellbeing. I hope this matter can be resolved soon and look forward to your response 

sincerely 

Signature 
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